Science and the Usability Specialist:
Recent Research Findings You Might Have Missed
Fiona Tranquada, Tom Tullis, & Marisa Siegel

Tutorial Goals
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•

Review some of the latest findings from empirical research that
apply to web design

•

Identify best practices for web design based on those research
findings

•

Learn how they can stay on top of empirical research and its
implications for web design

•

After the tutorial, use these best practices immediately to
improve their designs (if designers) and recommendations (if
usability specialists)
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Agenda for Tonight
6 – 9 pm
6:10 – 6:50 pm

Page Layout & Home Pages

6:50 – 7:10 pm

Forms, Tables, & Navigation (Pt. 1)

7:10 – 7:30

3

Break

7:30 – 7:50 pm

Forms, Tables, & Navigation (Pt. 2)

7:50 – 8:30 pm

Text, Fonts, & Links

8:30 – 8:40 pm

Future Research

8:40 – 9:00 pm

Keeping Track of Research, & Questions
3

Science & the Usability Specialist: Recent Research Findings You Might
Have Missed

PAGE LAYOUT & HOME PAGES
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Quiz!
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How quickly do users form an opinion of a web
page?
Background
FIRST IMPRESSIONS
•

•
•
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Affect how users judge their
subsequent experience and enjoyment
(Jennings 2000; Tractinsky et al. 2000)
Create a “halo effect”
Cause confirmation bias (Campbell &
Pisterman 1996; Nisbett & Ross 1980;
Mynatt et al. 1977)

VISUAL APPEAL
•

•

•

Is a good predictor of users’ intention
to purchase or revisit a site (Loiacono
et al. 2002)
Influences impressions of trust and
reliability (Karvonen 2000)
Can overcome negative attributes of a
website (Lindgaard & Dudek 2002;
Campbell & Pisterman 1996)
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How quickly do users form an opinion of a
web page?
Visual Appeal
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

•

How quickly do users make a judgment
on a page’s visual appeal?
Does that initial opinion hold over
time?

STUDY DESIGN
•
•

•

40 participants saw 50 web pages
Half the participants saw the pages for
500ms; half saw them for 50ms
After each page, participants rated
visual appeal (0-100)

Lindgaard, G., Fernandes, G., Dudek, C., & Brown, J. (2006). Attention web designers: you have 50
milliseconds to make a first good impression! Behaviour & Information Technology, 25, 115-126.
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Demo!
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How quickly do users form an opinion of a web
page?
Findings
VISUAL APPEAL FINDINGS
•

•

•

•

Visual appeal ratings were highly
consistent at 500ms and 50ms
This suggest that visual appeal is
evaluated precognitively
Ratings were also consistent at a
longer length of time
This suggests that ratings may
remain consistent even when users
have a chance to evaluate longer

Correlation between ratings at 50ms
and 500ms.
(Lindgaard et al, 2006)
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How quickly do users form an opinion of a web
page?
Trust
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

How quickly do users make a
judgment of the trustworthiness of
a web page?

STUDY DESIGN
•

•

•

Similar methodology (two 50ms
trials)
Financial and health care web
pages
Sense of risk

Albert, W., Gribbons, W., & Almadas, J. (2009). Pre-Conscious Assessment of Trust: A Case Study of Financial
and Health Care Web Sites. Human Factors and Ergonomics Society Annual Meeting Proceedings, 53, 449453.
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How quickly do users form an opinion of a web
page?
Findings
TRUST FINDINGS
•

•

There was a strong correlation
between the ratings for the two
trials
This suggest that trust is evaluated
precognitively

Correlation between ratings during
two 50ms trials.

(Albert et al, 2009)
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How quickly do users form an opinion of a web
page?
Key Takeaways
•

The pre-attentive processing of the mind may have a larger
influence on conscious decision making than previously
thought.

•

Long-term judgments of visual appeal and trust are affected by
first impressions.

•

Visual cues, such as color and layout, may be as important as
textual cues in influencing users.

(Lindgaard et al, 2006; Albert et al, 2009)
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What areas of a web page draw attention?
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

What areas of a web page draw the
most attention on average?

STUDY DESIGN
•

Information foraging and page
recognition tasks
•

•

Eight tasks
•
•

•

Topics (e.g., cars, kite surfing)
Split into four groups (two per
topic)
Two “free query” tasks

Controlled pages
•
•
•

Nine pages per topic
Varied by familiarity, type,
content
Participants chose pages to
visit/revisit

Buscher, G., Cutrell, E., & Morris, M. R. (2009). What do you see when you're surfing?: Using eye tracking to
predict salient regions of web pages. Paper presented at the Proceedings of the 27th International
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems.
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What areas of a web page draw attention?
Findings

Information Foraging

Page Recognition
Median time to first fixation
across all pages and page views
(milliseconds)

(Buscher et al, 2009)
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What areas of a web page draw attention?
Findings

Information Foraging

Page Recognition
Median fixation impact
across all pages and page views
(milliseconds)

(Buscher et al, 2009)
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What areas of a web page draw attention?
Findings

Information Foraging

Page Recognition

Viewing frequency
across all pages during the first second of page views

(Buscher et al, 2009)
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What areas of a web page draw attention?
Key Takeaways
•

Users go through an orientation phase when they begin viewing
a page, during which they scan the top left corner.

•

During page recognition, fixations are predominately in the top
left area.

•

During information foraging, fixations are predominately in the
center left areas.

•

Regardless of task, the right third of a web page receives little or
no fixation.

(Buscher et al, 2009)
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Does scrolling affect understanding?
Background
PRO-SCROLLING
•

•

18

Studies have shown that scrolling is
more efficient skimming/scanning
behavior on visual search tasks
(Bernard, Baker & Fernandez 2002;
Duchnicky & Kolers, 1983; Monk,
Walsh & Dix 1988; Spool et al.
1999).
Scrolling may enhance recall of
hypertext structure (van
Nimwegen, Pouw & van
Oostendorp, 1999)

ANTI-SCROLLING
•

Users had better
understanding/recall of a passage
when it was displayed traditionally
in pages (Piolat, Roussey & Thunin
1997)
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Does scrolling affect understanding?
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

•

Does scrolling affect understanding
of complex passages?
Are there differences based on a
users’ working memory capacity?

STUDY DESIGN
•
•
•

•

Scrolling vs. paging
Complex instructional texts
Comprehension, as measured by a
short, casual essay on the text topic
Measured participants’ working
memory capacity

Sanchez, C. A., & Wiley, J. (2009). To Scroll or Not to Scroll: Scrolling, Working Memory Capacity, and
Comprehending Complex Texts. Human Factors: The Journal of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society,
51(5), 730-738.
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Does scrolling affect understanding?
Findings
FINDINGS
•
•

Scrolling negatively affects learning
This negative effect is most
pronounced in those with a low
working memory capacity

(Sanchez & Wiley, 2009)
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Does scrolling affect understanding?
Key Takeaways
•

Long, complex texts should be broken into discrete sections.

•

Breaking a text up is only useful if it is done meaningfully so that
the sections make sense.

•

Users may have a better understanding of complex texts if the
sections are presented on separate pages instead of one
scrolling page.

(Sanchez & Wiley, 2009)
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Are users drawn to faces on web pages?
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

•

•

Images of faces are prevalent
online and in marketing
Eye tracking shows that faces tend
to draw fixation
How do faces affect the viewing
patterns of users?

Tullis, T., Siegel, M., & Sun, E. (2009). Are people drawn to faces on webpages? Paper presented at the
Proceedings of the 27th international conference on Human factors in computing systems, extended
abstracts.
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Are users drawn to faces on web pages?
STUDY I: DESIGN
•
•

•

Between subjects design
Participants completed several
tasks on this page
One task was to find out how
much you need to increase your
401k contribution to get your full
employer match

(Tullis et al, 2009)
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Are users drawn to faces on web pages?
Study I: Findings
Mean Time (seconds)

Accuracy (% Correct)
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

No
Image

Face

50%

60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25

4.5

4.0

3.5

24(Tullis et al, 2009)

Face
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Ease of Finding
Information

Task Ease Rating

3.0

No
Image

No
Image

Face

6.8
6.7
6.6
6.5
6.4
6.3
6.2
6.1
6.0

No
Image

Face
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Are users drawn to faces on web pages?
STUDY II: DESIGN
•
•

•

Between subjects design
Participants completed several
tasks on this page
One task was to find out how
much you need to increase your
401k contribution to get your full
employer match

(Tullis et al, 2009)
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Are users drawn to faces on web pages?
Accuracy (% Correct)
100%

Mean Time (seconds)
45

95%

40

90%

35
85%

No
Image

80%

30

Faces

75%

No
Image

Faces

25

Trust

Confidence in Answer
6.40

4.8
6.20

4.6
4.4
4.2
4.0

No
Image

6.00

Faces

5.80

No
Image

Faces

5.60

(Tullis et al, 2009)
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Are users drawn to faces on web pages?
Key Takeaways
•

There are situations where people are drawn to faces (i.e.,
browsing), but these may be the exception rather than the rule.

•

Even when images of faces are appropriate, as in the context of
the Expert Insights, they may have a negative impact.

•

More task oriented users are less likely to believe that the
information they’re looking for is associated with a face.

(Tullis et al, 2009)
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Science & the Usability Specialist: Recent Research Findings You Might
Have Missed

FORMS, TABLES, & NAVIGATION
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Quiz!
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How to specify format requirements on online
forms?
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How to specify format requirements?
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

Do format specifications help users
successfully complete forms?

•

What kind of format specifications are
most effective?

STUDY DESIGN
•

169 participants completed an online
study where they were asked to
complete a form

•

Four conditions:
• No visual format restriction
• Format example
• Format specification
• Format example and specification

Bargas-Avila, J.A., Orsini, Sbastien, Piosczyk, H., Urwyler, D., & Opwis, K. (2011). Enhancing online forms: Use format
specifications for fields with format restrictions to help respondents. Interact. Comput., 23(2), 33-39.
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How to specify format requirements?
Study Design cont.

(Bargas-Avila et al, 2011)
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How to specify format requirements?
Findings

•

Providing specifications is more
efficient than showing no visual format
restrictions

•

Format specifications had the best
performance

•

Providing an example with the
specification did not reduce errors
more than specification alone

(Bargas-Avila et al, 2011)
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How to specify format requirements?
Key Takeaways
•

Indicate format requirements (i.e., clear and simple rules) for
form fields
•

Save screen space by not including examples as well

•

Don’t forget to consider whether or not format requirements
are truly necessary (or just convenient for the developer)

•

Pay attention to future research with more ecological validity
(e.g., embedded in a shopping or registration process) to see if
results are confirmed

(Bargas-Avila et al, 2011)
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How to indicate required fields on forms?
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How to indicate required fields on forms?
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

•

Asterisks are commonly used to
indicate that a field in an online form is
required
But since asterisks aren’t visually
salient, is there a design alternative
that could reduce errors?

STUDY DESIGN
•

•

24 participants, all users of a CRM
application at a financial institute
Participants filled out two different
versions of a web-based CRM form,
and then completed a satisfaction
questionnaire

Pauwels, S. L., Hűbscher, C., Leuthold, S., Bargas-Avila, J. A., & Opwis, K. (2009). Error prevention in online
forms: Use color instead of asterisks to mark required-fields. Interact. Comput., 21(4), 257-262.
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How to indicate required fields on forms?
Study Design cont.
Condition:
Colored background

(Pauwels et al, 2009)
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Condition:
Asterisks

How to indicate required fields on forms?
Findings
FINDING 1
•

Participants had significantly fewer
errors when using forms with the
colored backgrounds

(Pauwels et al, 2009)
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How to indicate required fields on forms?
Findings cont.
FINDING 2
•

Participants were significantly faster
when using forms with the colored
backgrounds

(Pauwels et al, 2009)
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How to indicate required fields on forms?
Findings cont.
FINDING 3
•

Participants were significantly more
satisfied when using forms with the
colored backgrounds

(Pauwels et al, 2009)
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How to indicate required fields on forms?
Key Takeaways
•

Consider using colored backgrounds on forms to indicate
required fields.

•

However, to accommodate color blindness, use color as a
secondary indicator rather than the only indication that a field is
required.

(Pauwels et al, 2009)
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Do zebra stripes help data tables?
Zebra striping is the shading of alternate rows in a table

Example of table with zebra striping

42

Example of table without zebra striping
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Do zebra stripes help data tables?
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

•

Previous research indicated that zebra
striping in data tables did not increase
accuracy, and only minimally increased
speed
However, previous research had no
time limit for task completion, and
tasks were relatively simple - would
these additional constraints make a
difference? What do users prefer?

STUDY DESIGN
•

2 studies:
• Performance (Online Study)
• Preference (Survey)

Enders, J. (2008). Zebra Striping: More Data for the Case. A List Apart. Retrieved from
http://www.alistapart.com/articles/zebrastripingmoredataforthecase/
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Do zebra stripes help data tables?
Performance Study
STUDY DESIGN
•

•

•

2,276 participants answered eight
questions using a table of unfamiliar
information
3 design alternatives (randomly
assigned): zebra striped, regular lines,
and none
Tables also included blank cells and
required vertical scrolling

(Enders, 2008)
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Do zebra stripes help data tables?
Performance Study
FINDINGS
•

Participants were significantly more
accurate when tables were striped on 3
of the 8 tasks, and tended to be more
accurate on an additional 4th task

(Enders, 2008)
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Do zebra stripes help data tables?
Preference Study
STUDY DESIGN
•

•

Preference question ran as part of a
National Online Omnibus survey
1200 participants asked to rank-order 6
different tables

“Thinking now about the design of tables. The above picture shows a
table presented in six different styles. Please rank these different
table styles in order of preference from one to six. Your first choice
should be the style that you think does the most to make the table
easy to read and use. Your sixth (and last) choice should be the
style that you think does the least to make the table easy to read and
use.”

(Larger image on next slide)

(Enders, 2008)
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Do zebra stripes help data tables?
Preference Study

“Thinking now about the
design of tables. The above
picture shows a table
presented in six different
styles. Please rank these
different table styles in order
of preference from one to six.
Your first choice should be the
style that you think does the
most to make the table easy to
read and use. Your sixth (and
last) choice should be the
style that you think does the
least to make the table easy to
read and use.”

(Enders, 2008)
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Do zebra stripes help data tables?
Preference Study
FINDINGS

(Enders, 2008)
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Do users prefer zebra strips?
Key Takeaways
•

Results suggest that best treatment is to shade alternating,
individual rows of tables using a single color (e.g., grey).

•

Zebra striping doesn’t hurt performance, and in some cases
improves performance.

•

Zebra striping also is subjectively preferred by users.

•

If zebra striping can not be done, lines between the rows are
the best alternative.

(Enders, 2008)
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Are mega drop-down menus usable?
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Are mega-drop down menus usable?
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

•

Mega drop-down (or fly-out) menus
are big, two-dimensional panels
divided into groups of navigation
options
How do these navigation menus
compare with more traditional
dropdowns?

STUDY DESIGN
•

User studies performed to support
seminars on web design

Nielsen, J. (2009). Mega Drop-Down Navigation Menus Work Well. Alertbox Retrieved 11/26/2009, from
http://www.useit.com/alertbox/mega-dropdown-menus.html
Nielsen, J. (2010). Mega-Menus Gone Wrong. Retrieved 3/20/2011, from
http://www.useit.com/alertbox/mega-menus-wrong.html
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Are mega drop-down menus usable?
FINDINGS
•

•

Mega drop-down menus are more
usable than regular dropdowns
Features of this type of menu that
make them usable include:
• All available options are visible
without scrolling, so users don’t
have to rely on their short-term
memory
• Similar options can be grouped
together
• Additional formatting options for
text, and even images

(Nielsen, 2009; Nielsen, 2010)
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Are mega drop-down menus usable?
FINDINGS CONT.
•

•

•

Mega drop-downs are effective in both
applications and web pages
Opportunity to display additional
information on hover (using tooltips or
link titles)
Menus should be kept relatively
simple, rather than including GUI
widgets or other interface elements

(Nielsen, 2009; Nielsen, 2010)
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Are mega drop-down menus usable?
FINDINGS CONT.
•

Avoid making these mistakes:
•
•

Listing navigation choices without providing structure
Using content-free images

(Nielsen, 2009; Nielsen, 2010)
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Are mega drop-down menus usable?
FINDINGS CONT.
•

Avoid making these mistakes:
•

Organizing in rows instead of columns

(Nielsen, 2009; Nielsen, 2010)
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Are mega-drop down menus usable?
Key Takeaways
•

Use mega drop-downs for navigation instead of traditional
dropdowns and dynamic menus whenever possible.

•

Take advantage of grouping and formatting options to aid
findability.

•

For accessibility, at a minimum, make the top level menu choice
clickable.

•

Organize in columns (not rows) to maximize scanability.

(Nielsen, 2009; Nielsen, 2010)
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TEXT, FONTS, & LINKS
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Quiz!
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Should Text Links Be Underlined?
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

•

Does underlining text links help or
hurt?
Of the Top 40 e-retail web sites ranked
by ForeSee Results, only 32% use
underlined links.

METHOD
•
•

•
•

Study was conducted online.
Two link treatment styles: underlined
or not.
Three web pages.
Two kinds of tasks: answer on the page
itself vs. answer on another page linked
to.

Tullis, T. S., & Siegel, M. (2010). Does Underlining Links Help or Hurt? CHI
2010 Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, Atlanta,
Georgia, USA.
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Should Text Links Be Underlined?
Link Treatments Studied

Underlined

Not Underlined
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Should Text Links Be Underlined?
Web Page #1
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Should Text Links Be Underlined?
Web Page #2
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Should Text Links Be Underlined?
Web Page #3
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Should Text Links Be Underlined?
Findings
1,026 people completed the study
Efficiency: # Correct per Minute
(Tasks with Answer on Page)

Percent Correct
Underlined

Non-underlined

100%

1.85

90%

1.80

80%
1.75

70%
60%

1.70

50%

1.65

40%
1.60

30%
20%

1.55

10%

1.50

0%
Task Task Task Task Task Task Task Task Task Task Task Task
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 11 12

1.45
Underlined

Non-underlined

• For one rather difficult task in which the user had to find a link (#8),
participants were more successful when the links were underlined.
• Overall, however, for the tasks in which the answer was on the page itself,
participants were more efficient in finding the answers when the links were
not underlined.
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Should Text Links Be Underlined?
Key Takeaways:

65

•

In the majority of use cases, it may not matter whether
links are underlined as long as the treatment is consistent.

•

When navigational links are located in-line, it is probably
better to underline them.

•

When the primary purpose of some text is data display, and
the link function is secondary, it is probably better not to
underline it.
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How Should Links Be Worded?
RESEARCH QUESTION
• How well can users understand what a
link does from just the first 11
characters (about 2 words)?
• His argument: Due to the way users
scan most web pages, they typically see
about 2 words for most list items;
they'll see a little more if the lead
words are short, and only the first word
if they're long.

METHOD
• Used 20 text links from 20 different
sites.
• Users were shown truncated versions
of the links (first 11 characters), one at
a time, and were asked to predict what
they'd find if they clicked on the link.

Nielsen, J. (2009). First 2 Words: A Signal for the Scanning Eye. Alertbox,
April 6, 2009 http://www.useit.com/alertbox/nanocontent.html
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How Should Links Be Worded?
Findings:
•

Examples of the best links:
• "Gift Cards

& E-Gift Certificates“. 85% of users were able to predict
where this link led after seeing only the first 11 characters.
• "New customers apply online now“. 75% of users had a fairly good
idea of where the link would lead when they saw the first 11
characters in isolation.

•

The most effective links tended to:
• Use

plain language
• Use specific terminology
• Follow conventions for naming common features
• Front-load user- and action-oriented terms
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How Should Links Be Worded?
Findings:
•

Examples of the worst links:
• "Introducing Chase

Exclusives Special Benefits for Checking
Customers“. None of the users could guess where it would lead.
• "Working while you study: paying tax“
• "Profit Accelerator Overview"
•

The least effective links tended to:
• Use

bland, generic words
• Use made-up words or terms
• Start with blah-blah and defer the informationcarrying text to the end
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How Should Links Be Worded?
Key Takeaways:
•

•
•

69

Front-load the text of your links with the important
information.
Use plain and specific language.
An excellent resource is the book by Ginny Redish:
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Effects of Font Size & Type
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

How do font size and type influence
online reading?

METHOD
•
•

•

An eye-tracking study
Three font sizes:
• 10, 12, and 14 pt
Two font types:
• Sans serif (Helvetica)
• Serif (Georgia)

Beymer, D., Russell, D., & Orton, P. (2008). An Eye Tracking Study of
How Font Size and Type Influence Online Reading. Proceedings of the
HCI'08 Conference on People and Computers XXII.
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Effects of Font Size & Type
Findings
Mean Total Return Sweep Time (sec)

Mean Fixation Duration (msec)
6.0

310
290

5.0

270
4.0

250
230

3.0

210

2.0

190
1.0

170
150

0.0

10 pt

12 pt

14 pt

10 pt

12 pt

14 pt

Fixation times got shorter with the larger fonts, but return sweep times (the
time needed to go back to the beginning of the next line of text), got longer.
Note: They allowed text lines to get wider with the larger fonts.
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Effects of Font Size & Type
Why the increase in return sweep time with the
larger fonts and thus longer lines?

The return sweep associated with the shorter lines (10 pt) could be done
in one saccade (fast movement between fixations), while the return
sweep for the longer lines (14 pt) required two saccades.
Also: They found that Georgia was read about 8% faster than Helvetica,
but the difference did not reach statistical significance (p<.20).
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Effects of Font Size & Type
Key Takeaways:
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•

It is easier for users to read 14-pt text online than 10-pt
text, as evidenced by the shorter fixation durations.

•

If line lengths are kept shorter, it should be possible to
eliminate the extra time spent in return sweeps with a 14pt font.
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Do Fonts Have Personalities?
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

Determine whether or not users
consistently attribute personality traits
to a variety of fonts presented onscreen.

METHOD
•
•

Conducted as an online study.
Participants rated 20 font samples
using 15 personality adjective pairs
based on a 4-point scale.

Shaikh, A. D., Chaparro, B. S., & Fox, D. (2006). Personality of
ClearType Fonts. Paper presented at the Proceedings of the Human
Factors and Ergonomics Society 50th Annual Meeting. Also available at
http://www.surl.org/usabilitynews/81/PersonalityofFonts.asp.
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Do Fonts Have Personalities?
Fonts Studied:

Adjective Pairs:
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Do Fonts Have Personalities?
Findings
Factor analysis revealed five factors, with the fonts divided as shown:
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Do Fonts Have Personalities?
Top Three Fonts for Each Adjective:

Key Takeaways:
• Users do attribute personality traits to fonts and these can be used to
help set the “tone” of a web page.
• For example, if you want the page to be perceived as Stable, Mature,
and Formal, then Times New Roman (TNR) is probably your best bet!
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What’s the Effect of Clear Type?
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

•

What’s the effect of Microsoft’s ClearType™ on visual search of a spreadsheet and
reading of an article?
ClearType is a form of anti-aliasing applied to fonts in an attempt to make individual
characters appear smoother on relatively low-resolution displays

Regular

ClearType

Dillon, A., Kleinman, L., Choi, G. O., & Bias, R. (2006). Visual search and reading tasks
using ClearType and regular displays: two experiments. Proceedings of the SIGCHI
conference on Human Factors in computing systems.
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What’s the Effect of Clear Type?
METHOD
•

Tested visual search of a spreadsheet and reading of a passage using both ClearType
and regular text.

Sample Spreadsheet Task:

Dillon, A., Kleinman, L., Choi, G. O., & Bias, R. (2006). Visual search and reading tasks
using ClearType and regular displays: two experiments. Proceedings of the SIGCHI
conference on Human Factors in computing systems.
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What’s the Effect of ClearType?
Sample Reading Task:
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What’s the Effect of ClearType?
Findings:
•
•
•

Visual search of the spreadsheet and reading of the article were both
faster with ClearType.
No differences in accuracy or visual fatigue.
However, they found wide individual differences in performance,
perhaps indicating that ClearType’s apparent benefits may not hold for
all users.

Similar findings from other studies:
•
•
•

Aten et al. (2002) found a superiority of ClearType in the accuracy of
classifying briefly displayed words or non-words.
Slattery & Rayner (2009), in an eye tracking study, found that ClearType
led to faster reading, fewer fixations, and shorter fixation durations.
Sheedy, Tai, Subbaram, Gowrisankaran, & Hayes (2008) found a
significant subjective preference for ClearType.

Key Takeaways:
•

81

ClearType helps.
81

Font Size and Ergonomics?
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

Does font size have a significant effect
on ergonomic metrics such as muscle
activity and posture?

METHOD
•

Participants in a lab study corrected
typos in MS Word documents at three
text sizes:
•
•
•

•
•

Large: 12 pt
Medium: 10 pt
Small: 8 pt

EMG sensors recorded muscle activity
Side-view photos used to assess
posture

Elouri, Y., Akladios, M., Peres, S.C., & Amos, A. (2010). Effects of font size on muscle
activity. Proceedings of Human Factors and Ergonomics Society 54th Annual Meeting,
pp. 1105-1109.
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Font Size and Ergonomics
Findings:
•

Participants showed
significantly higher levels
of muscle activity for the
smaller font size:
• Left

hand flexor muscle
• Neck extensor muscle
•
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Participants showed
significantly worse overall
posture (RULA: Rapid
Upper Limb Assessment)
for the smaller font size.
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Font Size and Ergonomics
Key Takeaways:
•

•

•
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Smaller font sizes (e.g., 8 pt) are associated with ergonomic
stresses.
Avoid the use of these sizes for text on webpages that you
actually expect users to read.
Make text size scalable by the user.
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Does Using Less Readable Fonts Actually Help?
RESEARCH QUESTION
•

Does presenting text in a “disfluent”
font actually lead to improved
retention of the material?

METHOD
•

•

•

In a between-subjects design,
participants were given 90 seconds to
study a passage about an alien
creature.
Passage was presented in either a
“disfluent” font or a “fluent” font.
Tested retention of the material after a
15-minute unrelated
task.

Diemand-Yauman, C., Oppenheimer, D., & Vaughan, E. (2010). Fortune favors the bold
(and the italicised): Effects of disfluency on educational outcomes. Cognition.
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Does Using Less Readable Fonts Actually Help?
Disfluent Font:
12-pt Comic Sans,
italic, 60% grayscale
or
12-pt Bodoni, 60%
grayscale

Fluent Font:
16-pt Arial, normal,
pure black
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Does Using Less Readable Fonts Actually Help?
•

Results:
•
•
•
•
•

Retention after 15-minute intervening task:
Fluent Font: 72.8%
Disfluent Font: 86.5%
P<.05
Which disfluent font made no difference

Similar results in Study 2 in actual classrooms using
Haettenschweiler, Monotype Corsiva, or Comic Sans italic.
• Key Takeaway:
•

•
•
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If your primary goal is retention, consider using a
slightly less traditional font (but proceed carefully!)
Caveat: This research was all done in print.
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A Couple of Other Random Studies
Q: Does providing a “Highlight
All Links” function help users?
A: Yes, it does.
Sharek & Wogalter (2010)

Q: Does showing numbers as
numerals on webpages instead of
words make them more visible?
A: Yes, it does.
Nielsen (2007)
88
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Text, Fonts, and Links
•

Overall Takeaways:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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In-line navigational links should probably be underlined;
links whose primary purpose is data display should not be.
Front-load the wording of links.
Avoid smaller font sizes (8 pt, 10 pt) for text that you really
want to be read.
Support text sizing by the browser.
Consider the “personalities” of fonts when choosing which
to use.
If you control the user’s environment, turn ClearType on by
default.
If you want material to be retained, consider using a
slightly atypical font.
Provide a mechanism for highlighting all links on a page.
Use numerals to represent most numbers.
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FUTURE RESEARCH
KEEPING TRACK OF RESEARCH
WRAP-UP
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Future Research Areas

What’s missing?
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Keeping Track of Research
What’s worked for us, and what might work for you
•
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Newsletters
• AlertBox
(http://www.useit.com/alertbo
x/subscribe.html)
• HFI’s UI Design
(http://www.humanfactors.co
m/downloads/usabilitynewsletter.asp)
• Usability News
(http://www.surl.org/usability
news/122/)
• UIE Tips
(http://www.uie.com/)

•

•

List of journals
• Human Factors
• Interacting with Computers
• Journal of Usability Studies
(http://www.upassoc.org/upa_
publications/jus/)
Conference papers /proceedings
• CHI
• HFES
• UPA
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QUESTIONS?
THANK YOU!
ftranquada@bentley.edu
Tom.Tullis@fmr.com
Marisa.Siegel@fmr.com
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